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CONDITIONS IN GERMANY

Following is script of a ‘broadcast in the 1 o'clock

Home News today, June 7, by Joseph W. Grigg , Jun.,

American correspondent in Germany, who was interned there

after U.S.A. came into the War, and has been released,,

lie arrived, in this country, nine days .ago.

Life in Germany is a dreary affair these days., Just how dreary it

is I only realised after arriving in London a few days ago from Hitlervs

"Nazi Paradise"

1 Britain is eating better, drinking better, smoking better, living
better and - what's more - getting more fun out of life than Germany,

And there’ s a big difference in morale. Every Englishman I have ..metis

absolutely convinced of victory. The average German also believed

Hitler's bombastic promises of victory until the war in Russia’ bogged
down last wicker and the tremendous might, of the United States was thrown

into the conflicts Now the Germans are beginning to have their doubts*

Take the food situation,. There is no great difference between the

basic rations in Germany and great Britain, But imagine how life would

be if, since the beginning of the war, .you hadn’t been able to get any

real tea, red coffee, real cocoa or real chocolate* That's how it is in

Germany.

Turing the past winter they had no green vegetables, practically no

potatoes, and practically no • fish,. Their meat, bread, butter and cheese

rations, which wore skimpy enough beforehand, were cut again early this

year. They would have been cub sooner if the Nazis hadn’t made desperate
efforts to carry the old rations at least over Christmas,

it ‘s NO exaggeration to say the Germans were largely back on a

turnip standard last winter and spring;, as they were in 1917. Even Jam
is being made from turnip-tops.



Practically every little luxury that makes life pleasant or even

tolerable is missing- in Germany now. The cigarette shortage,

tance, became •so acute that rationing was introduced this^ year. Men

get three or four cigarettes a day. Women over twenty-live get three

every other day. Girls under twenty—five get none at all. Liquor is

so scarce that one -of Berlin’s leading hotels on New Yearns eve this year

had to limit guests to one drink apiece.

The same acute shortages you find in practically every kind of shop.

The windowson a street like the Kurfuerstendamm - Berlin’s Piccadilly -

are well stocked, i But everywhere you sea the same small printed notice

"Nur Atrappen" -
;; Only Window Dressing. Not for sale." The shelves

inside are practically empty.

.Women in Germany ape mostly wearing wooden shoes with canvas or

straw tops. To get a pair of leather shoes you have to obtain a special,

rarely given permit after an official has visited your home and searched

the wardrobes to see that you really have no other shoes.

The Germans have a clothing card but it isn’t of much use because

there are practically no clothes in the shops. It takes six months to

get a suit cleaned and a year-and-a-half to get one made - if you’re lucky*

Germany also is suffering from an acute labour shortage - a real

labour crisis. She has twelve million men in the armed forces and simply
not enough man-power to keep her war industries going at the necessary

tempo. In an attempt to overcome this she has imported already well over

two and a. half million foreign-workers and is now conscripting hundreds of

thousands of slave labourers in occupied Russia as a last desperate measure.

Berlin so far as felt little of the newly revealed might of the R.A.F.

Air raid damage there is comparatively slight. Its first real blitz has
still to come.

But when I left Germany three weeks ago I had the feeling of a country
that was grey, gloomy, depressed and increasingly pessimistic. That pessi-
mism will increase as the war continues. Military Germany still is tremen-
dously powerful. She will not crack up quickly or easily,, 'But that the crack—-

up will come sooner or later I have no doubt whatever.
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